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Observation of millihertz-level cooperative Lamb
shifts in an optical atomic clock
Ross B. Hutson1,2*, William R. Milner1,2, Lingfeng Yan1,2, Jun Ye1,2*, Christian Sanner3

Collective couplings of atomic dipoles to a shared electromagnetic environment produce a wide range
of many-body phenomena. We report on the direct observation of resonant electric dipole-dipole
interactions in a cubic array of atoms in the many-excitation limit. The interactions produce spatially
dependent cooperative Lamb shifts when spectroscopically interrogating the millihertz-wide optical clock
transition in strontium-87. We show that the ensemble-averaged shifts can be suppressed below the
level of evaluated systematic uncertainties for optical atomic clocks. Additionally, we demonstrate that
excitation of the atomic dipoles near a Bragg angle can enhance these effects by nearly an order of
magnitude compared with nonresonant geometries. Our work demonstrates a platform for precise
studies of the quantum many-body physics of spins with long-range interactions mediated by
propagating photons.

S
tudies of quantum many-body physics
naturally arise in the context of quan-
tum sensing. For any quantum sensor,
the amount of extractable information
regarding a metrological quantity of in-

terest is fundamentally limited by the number
of accessible qubits (1, 2). This creates a generic
incentive to build devices capable of manipu-
lating and characterizing quantum systems of
ever-increasing size (3–5). Because interac-
tions within the system or with the environ-
ment typically scale with system size, themain
challenges are then twofold: How can interac-
tions be controlled to reduce systematic effects,
and/or how can they be leveraged to generate
useful entanglement?
In the context of atomic clocks, notable prog-

ress toward probing larger numbers of atoms
while avoiding systematic effects resulting
from contact interactions has been made by
trapping atoms in three-dimensional (3D) op-
tical lattices with at most one atom per lattice

site (6–9). Nonetheless, clock shifts caused by
long-range resonant dipole-dipole interactions
have loomed just beyond experimental detect-
ability (10–12).
The classical electric field, evaluated at a po-

sition b, generated by a point dipoledaºe�iwt,
oscillating at an angular frequency w, and
localized at a position a, is given byEa bð Þ ¼
k3eikr da � r̂ r̂ · dað Þ½ �= krð Þ þ 3r̂ r̂ · dað Þ �½f
da� 1= krð Þ3 � i= krð Þ2� �g=4pe0, where r ¼ rba ¼
b� a, r ¼ rj j, r̂ ¼ r=r, e0 is the vacuum per-
mittivity, and k ¼ w=cwith c being the speed of
light (13). A second, freely oscillating dipole
db localized at position b will then dynam-
ically evolve according to the interaction term
Hba ¼ �db ·Ea bð Þ, whose real and imaginary
parts, respectively, lead to a frequency shift
and damping of the initial excitation. These
interactions form the basis of classical linear
optics (13–15).
An ensemble of indistinguishable (pseudo–)spin-

½ systems, with internal ground and excited

states labeled gj i and ej i , respectively, can
analogously be described using the formalism
of quantum optics, where the reduced density
matrix r̂ evolves in time t according to the mas-
ter equation @t r̂ ¼ Lfree r̂½ � ¼ L1 r̂½ � þ L2 r̂½ �with
the Liouvillian superoperator describing col-
lective electromagnetic interactions given in
Lindblad form as (16)

L2 r̂½ � ¼ �i
X

a;b
Vba Ŝ

†

bŜa r̂ � Ŝa r̂Ŝ
†

b

� �
þH:c:

ð1Þ

and generic single-spin dynamics governed
by L1 r̂½ �. Here, Ŝa

† ¼ z∗a ej ia gh ja is the raising
operator for the spin at a, with za being an
arbitrary phase factor satisfying zaj j2 ¼ 1. The
coefficients Vba of the effective Hamiltonian

ℏ
X

a;bVba Ŝ†
bŜa þH:c:, where ℏ is the reduced

Planck constant, are obtained by quantizing
the dipole moments da→ gh jd̂ ej iza Ŝa† þH:c:
appearing in the classical interaction terms
Hba, applying the rotating wave approximation,
and negating the homogeneous self-interaction
energy (Lamb shift) Re(Vaa) → 0. The charac-
teristic energy scale ofL2 is set by the excited-
state spontaneous decay rate G = −2Im(Vaa),
which is on the order of 2p × 1mHz for the clock
transition in neutral strontium-87.
Equation 1 has long been known to contain

the physics of cooperative decay (17) and co-
operative Lamb shifts (18, 19), with these ef-
fects being subsequently observed in a wide
variety of physical systems (20–38). However,
in the context of optical frequency metrology,
resonant dipole-dipole interactions are typically
neglected because of the relatively low atomic
densities and weak transition strengths.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Atomic dipoles on a cubic lattice, indexed by their positions a, are excited with spatially dependent phases k0 · a. Proximity to the
Bragg condition k0·aŷ ¼ p leads to long-range phase ordering along the ŷ axis. (B) Far-field krba ≫ 1ð Þ single-atom radiation patterns Ea bð Þj j2 for the two q ∈ 0; 1f gð Þ
spectroscopically resolved ej i↔ gq

�� �
transitions. (C) Resonant laser pulses R q; fð Þ rotate the atomic states by an angle q about the Xacosfþ Yasinfð Þ axis.

The various pulses and free-evolution periods F tð Þ are chosen such that the output-state projection ẐaU
D E

is proportional only to terms in Lfree that scale

antisymmetrically with cosqin, namely those caused by the resonant dipole-dipole interactions in L2.
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Experimental approach for observing
cooperative Lamb shifts
We have observed that such interactions can-
not always be neglected in an atomic clock.We
performed Ramsey spectroscopy on a quantum-
degenerate Fermi gas of neutral strontium-87
in a cubic optical lattice with a total free-
evolution period of T = 2 s. Subsequently
imaging the Ramsey interferometer output,
the observed population differences served as
a proxy for spatially inhomogeneous “clock
shifts” of the atomic resonance. Our model,
based on the resonant dipole-dipole interac-
tions contained in Eq. 1, accurately reproduces
the observed shifts over a wide range of ex-
ternal control parameters.
The spatial distribution of the interferome-

ter signal is shown to be dependent on the
relative drive phases and radiation patterns of
the atomic dipoles, which we control by vary-
ing the angle of incidence of the probe laser
and polarization q of the probe photons, re-
spectively. Additionally, the shifts are shown
to scale with the strengths of the atomic di-
pole moments through changes in the pulse
area of the initial interferometer pulse and
the relative strength of the probed transition.
Despite the presence of a relatively large tech-
nical dephasing rateg≈ 2p� 34mHz ≫ G caused
by Raman scattering of optical lattice photons
(39), we relied on the precision of the atomic
clock to divide a Ramsey fringe bymore than a
part in 103 to measure millihertz-level cooper-
ative Lamb shifts in the limitGT≪1 over a wide
range of initial excitation fractions.
Viewed in the context of modern quantum

optics (10, 40–46), periodic arrays of atomic
dipoles are a promising platform for studies of
many-body physics because they are thought
to host a rich Hilbert space containing long-
lived quasiparticles (44, 45, 47). Although co-
operative Lamb shifts in themultiple-excitation
limit have recently been observed,modeling of
the observed shift was unsuccessful because
decoherencemechanisms that significantly af-
fect the dynamics at long interrogation times
Gt ≫ 1 were not accounted for (48). Our work
suggests that optical atomic clocks are natural
platforms for studies of many-body quantum
optics given that all parameters contained in
Lfree are systematically characterized, and co-
herent manipulations and projectivemeasure-
ments on timescales much shorter than G�1

are readily achievable.

Experimental overview and optical spectroscopy

As previously described (49, 50) and schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 1A, in a shot-based
experiment with a cycle time of 12.5 s, a single-
component Fermi-degenerate gas ofNtot ≈ 104

strontium-87 atoms is loaded into the ground
band of a cubic optical lattice and initialized
into the ej i ¼ 5s5p 3P0; F ¼ 9=2;mF ¼ �9=2j i
electronic state. The optical lattice is formed

with a lattice constant of alat ≈ 407 nm by in-
terfering retro-reflected Gaussian laser beams,
with 60-mm 1/e2 radii and peak depths of kB ×
12 mK (where kB is the Boltzmann constant),
along each of the x̂ , ŷ , and ẑ axes. At these
depths, tunneling rates are ~10 mHz between
neighboring sites. Indexing the lattice sites by
their positionsa ¼ alat x x̂ þ y ŷ þ z ẑð Þ for in-
teger x; y; zf g , in situ tomographic imaging
(50) allows for the reconstruction of the site-
wise atomic filling fractions na, revealing a
Fermi-Dirac distribution with a fitted peak den-
sity of n0 ≈ 0.80, root mean square (RMS) radii
of ðwx̂ 0 ;wŷ 0 ;wẑ 0 Þ ≈ 3:4 mm; 4:3 mm; 2:4 mmð Þ,
and amean entropy per atom of 2.0 × kB (51).
Clock spectroscopy is then performed on the

5s2 1S0 ↔ 5s5p 3P0 so-called clock transition
atn ¼ kc=2p ≈ 429 THzusing laser light that is
phase stabilized to a cryogenic-silicon optical
cavity (9, 52). The probe light propagates with

a wave-vector k0 ¼ k x̂siny þ ŷcosyð Þ, motivat-
ing the choice of local frame za ¼ e�i wt�k0·að Þ .
Resonant pulses with a 2p × 50 Hz Rabi fre-
quency, and variable pulse areas q and phase
shiftsf, perform global rotations of the atom-
ic state r̂→R q; fð Þr̂ ¼ exp½� iq

X
aðŜ

†

ae
�if þ

ŜaeifÞ=2�r̂ þH:c:. A homogeneous B ≈ 290 mT
magnetic field applied along the x̂ axis creates
a 540-Hz differential Zeeman splitting between
the two available ground states, gqj i ¼ 5s21S0;

��
F ¼ 9=2;mF ¼ �9=2þ qi for q ∈ 0; 1f g repre-
senting the polarization of an absorbed photon
in the spherical basis such that their respective
resonances with the excited state are spec-
troscopically resolved. As represented in Fig. 1B,
each subspace exhibits distinct far-field krba ≫ 1ð Þ
radiation patterns Ea bð Þj j2 owing to differences
in the magnitudes Cq (C0 ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

9=11
p

and C1 ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=11

p
) and orientations eq [e0 ¼ x̂ and e1 ¼

ŷ � iẑð Þ= ffiffiffi
2

p
] of the atomic dipole moments

A C

B

F

D E

Fig. 2. Imaging cooperative Lamb shifts. (A and B) Sum ~NA and rectified difference ~D
★

A ¼ ~DA=cosqin
signals averaged over the subset of data corresponding to the angular momentum preserving the q = 0 transition

and resonant angle of incidence y ¼ 29:5°. Deviations of ~D
★

A from zero indicate the presence of clock shifts

that scale antisymmetrically with cosqin; the differences in the spatial profiles of ~NA and ~D
★

A indicate the

presence of long-range, anisotropic interactions. (C and D) The modeled sum signal �NA (C) is obtained by

fitting ~NA to a Fermi-Dirac distribution, which is then fed into Eq. 2 to obtain the modeled difference signal
�DA (D) using no other free parameters (51). (E) The residuals of the subtraction ~D

★

A � �D
★

A . The maximum of

D★

A is spatially offset from the maximum of NA along the direction k̂R ¼ k̂0 � 2 k̂0˙ ŷ
� �

ŷ owing to constructive

interference of the reflected probe light along kR. (F) 1D projections of the sum NA˙k̂R
and rectified difference

D★

A˙k̂R
signals are obtained by projecting the images in (A) to (D) onto k̂R. The measured signals ~NA˙k̂R

and ~D
★

A˙k̂R

are shown as blue circles and red squares, respectively. Vertical error bars represent 1s standard errors, and
horizontal bars show the 2-mm binwidth of the projections onto k̂R. The modeled signals �NA˙k̂R

and �D
★

A˙k̂R
are shown

as blue and red lines, respectively.
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eh jd̂ gqj i ¼ dCqeq (12), where d
2 is proportional

to the excited state’s natural decay rate G ¼
k3d2=3pe0ℏ ¼ 2p� 1:35 3ð ÞmHz(53). For each
angle of incidence, the polarization of the probe
laser is adjusted to obtain roughly equal Rabi
coupling strengths for each transition at fixed
intensity.
Figure 1C depicts the time evolution of the

atomic state, as represented on the Bloch sphere
with vector components X̂ a ¼ Ŝa

† þ Ŝa , Ŷ a ¼
�iðŜa† � ŜaÞ, and Ẑ a ¼ Ŝa

†Ŝa � ŜaŜa
† through-

out the spectroscopic sequence U . Starting
with the initial conditions hŜa†Ŝai ¼ na and
ŜaŜa

†
	 � ¼ 0, the first pulse R qin; 0ð Þ rotates
the population imbalance of the atomic state
Ẑ a
	 �

→nacosqin. The elastic contribution ofL2

to the subsequent free-evolution F tð Þ ¼ eLfreet

can be intuited, for short times Gt ≪ 1, as an
Ising-type interaction that rotates each atom’s
Bloch vector about the Za axis at a rate of
�cosqin

X
b
nbnaRe V ∗

ba


 �
.

The two “spin-echo” pulsesR p; fð Þ preserve
the coherent dynamics generated by L2 while
suppressing the various single-particle de-
phasing mechanisms contained in L1 r̂½ � ¼
�i

X
a
Dwa � ig=2ð ÞðŜa

†Ŝa r̂ � Ŝa r̂Ŝa
†Þþ H:c: ,

where Dwa is the relative detuning of atom a
with respect to the probe laser. The domi-

nant contribution to Dwa arises from frequency
drifts of the probe laser on the order of 1 Hz
between daily measurements of the transition
resonance frequencies. Differential ac Stark
shifts varying with the local lattice intensity
also contribute to Dwa yet are limited to the

sub–10-mHz level by optimizing the optical
frequency of each trapping beam (7). These
detunings do not directly affect the final state
because the spin-echo pulses anticommute
with time evolution underL1 in the limit g→ 0,
whereas the spin-echo pulses approximately
commute with evolution under L2 for Gt ≪ 1.
Finite g leads to a decay in both the single-
atom coherences hŜa†iºe�gt=2 and excited state
populations hŜa†Ŝaiºe�gt . For an increasing
number of spin-echo pulses, the time-averaged
longitudinal decay asymptotically approaches
Ẑ a
	 �

ºe�gt=2. The finalR p=2;foutð Þpulsemaps
the interaction-induced phase shifts of the
coherences onto the difference in electronic
populations.
A diffraction-limited imaging system with a

1.3-mm 1/e2 resolution then records the column-
integrated populations of the ground ~N

g
A and

excited ~N
e
A states onto a scientific comple-

mentary metal oxide semiconductor (sCMOS)
camera through absorption imaging along
kim: ¼ ẑ (8, 51). Here, A indexes the sensor
pixels by their positions. Although the col-
lective spin vector does not necessarily evolve
linearly in time when subject to Eq. 1 (10, 12),
the ensemble-averaged frequency shift may be
computed, in the limit of small acquired phase
shifts, as ~d ¼ 2pTð Þ�1

X
A
~DA=

X
A
~NA , where

~NA ¼ ð ~Ne
A þ ~N

g
AÞand ~DA¼ð ~Ne

A � ~N
g
AÞ=C are

the sum and difference signals, respectively, and
C ¼ sin qinð Þsin foutð Þe�gT=2 is the interferometric
sensitivity. Approximately 104 experimental shots
were recorded over a period of 2 weeks while in-
dependently modulating the four parameters:
sinfout ∈ �1; 1f g , cosqin∈ �1=

ffiffiffi
2

p
; 1=

ffiffiffi
2

p� �
, q ∈

0; 1f g, and y ∈ 0°; 29:5 5ð Þ°f g.
Experimental evidence for cooperative
Lamb shifts

We compare experimentally derived quantities
(denoted by symbols coveredwith a tilde, ~)with
their modeled equivalents (denoted by symbols
covered with a bar, –) obtained by substitut-
ing ~N

g
A → �N

g
A ¼

X
a∥A na � Ẑ aU

	 �
 �
=2 and

~N
e
A → �N

e
A ¼ X

a∥A na þ Ẑ aU
	 �
 �

=2, where
a∥A denotes the set of all atoms whose image
is projected onto the pixel A, and the expec-
tation value of Ẑ a at the output of the inter-
ferometer is computed as

Ẑ aU
	 � ¼ naC JacosðFÞ þ 1� Kað ÞsinðFÞ½ �
Ja ¼ �cos qinð ÞT

X
b≠a

nbRe V ∗
ba


 �þO GgT 2

 �

Ka ¼ GT
2

þO GgT 2

 � ð2Þ

where Ja (Ka) is the leading order, in GT, phase-
shift (decoherence) of atom a resulting from
resonant dipole-dipole interactions with all
other atoms and whose full-time dependence
in terms of the quantity gT is given in the sup-
plementary materials (51). The parameterF ¼
Df Tð Þ � 2Df 3T=4ð Þ þ 2Df T=4ð Þ � Df 0ð Þ re-
sults frompropagatingnoise-induceddeviations

Fig. 3. Controlling cooperative Lamb shifts. (A) Scaling of the ensemble-averaged shift d versus the initial
spin projection cosqin for y ¼ 29:5 5ð Þ° and both q = 0 (blue) and q = 1 (red). Data points show the measured

shifts ~d, with vertical error bars representing 1s standard errors and horizontal error bars representing 2%
observed fluctuations in the initial pulse area qin. Shaded regions show the modeled shifts �d, propagating the
experimental uncertainties iny and qin. (B) Angle-of-incidence dependence of the shift sensitivity d∗ ¼ d=cosqin to
changes in the initial spin projection. Data points and solid lines show the measured and modeled shift
sensitivities, respectively. The vertical gray bar represents the angle of incidence used in (A).

Fig. 4. Instability of clock shift evaluation. The
solid black line shows the total deviation (TOTDEV)
(62) of the spin-balanced clock shift ~d

0
=n as a

function of averaging time t. The shaded region
shows the 1s confidence interval. The dotted black
line shows a fit to the data for t < 100 s, assuming
a white noise floor.
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in the time-dependent relative phase between
the atoms and the laser f→fþ Df tð Þ evaluated
at each of the four rotation pulses.
On timescales comparable to T, the probe

laser exhibits white frequency noise, where the
RMS difference in phases over a time interval Dt
is approximately

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Df2 Dtð Þh i

p
=Dt ≈ 90mrads�1

(52), contributing a zero-mean, stochastic sig-
nal on the order of D~DA ≈

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

p
~NA ≈ ~NA�

110 mrad to individual measurements of ~DA

(51). Noise in the observed data is consistent
with

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

p
≈ 230mrad and 300 mrad for the

q = 0 and q = 1 transitions, respectively. We
attribute the excess, transition-dependent noise
to 3.2-nT (RMS) fluctuations in the magnetic
field on timescales comparable to T (9, 51, 54).
Owing to differences in the spatial profiles of
D�DAºna and �DAºnaJa, we are able to remove
population differences caused by fluctuations
in the probe-laser phase by applying correc-
tions ~DA→~DA �Popt

DDD�DA to thepresenteddata,
where the coefficients Popt

DD are obtained from
least squares fits minimizing the quantityX

A PDDD�DA þPD
�DA � ~DA


 �2
=Var ~DA


 �
over the parameters PDD and PD (51).
Figure 2 shows the sum NA and rectified dif-

ference D★

A ¼ DA=cos qinð Þ signals averaged
over the subset of data with maximal shift sen-
sitivities: y ¼ 29:5° and q = 0. The ensemble-
averaged cooperative Lamb shifts are plotted
against cosqin for y ¼ 29:5° in Fig. 3A. A c2

analysis comparing the measured shifts with
the model at each set of cosqin; q;yð Þ gives
c2= 22d:o:f:ð Þ≈1:18 . The shift’s sensitivity to
changes in the initial spin imbalance d★ ¼
2pTð Þ�1

X
A
D★

A=
X

A
NA is plotted against y

in Fig. 3B.
Whereas Vba asymptotically decays with

increasing separation as 1=krba, the contained
phase factors e�i krbaþk0·rbað Þ average to zero
for incommensurate kalat ≈ 7p=6 and y ¼ 0°,
resulting in effectively nearest-neighbor inter-
actions scaling with the local filling fractions—
i.e., Jaºna . However, the subwavelength lat-
tice spacing kalat < 2p guarantees the unique
existence of the Bragg resonance at y ¼
arccos p=kalatð Þ ≈ 30:8°, satisfying k0 · alatŷ ¼ p
such that the radiated fields add constructively
along kR ¼ k0 � 2 k0· ŷð Þ ŷ. Numerically, we
find that the ensemble-averaged interaction
strengths are maximized, and scale with the
system size asN 1=3

tot , at angular detunings from
exact Bragg resonance set by the diffraction
limit p=2kðwx̂0

2 þ wŷ02Þ1=2 ≈ 1:8° (10, 51, 55).
Fitting theobserved shifts to~d ¼ ~d

★

cosqinþ ~d
0
,

we evaluate the mean clock shift owing to res-
onant dipole-dipole interactions at cosqin ¼ 0 to
be ~d

0
=n ¼ �1:3 8ð Þ� 10�19,whichdemonstrates

that systematic effects can be made negligible
relative to the lowest reported total systematic
uncertainties for optical atomic clocks (56–58).
Figure 4 displays the fractional frequency in-
stability of the ~d0=n evaluation, which exhibits a
1:8� 10�17=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Hz

p
short-term white noise floor.

Discussion and outlook
We have performed measurements of, and suc-
cessfully modeled, cooperative Lamb shifts in a
3D optical lattice clock. Control over the spatial
orientations of the probe light and exciteddipole
moments allow for a notablemodification of the
magnitude of these effects—from levels rele-
vant to state-of-the-art atomic clocks tomore
than an order of magnitude below. Techni-
cal dephasing caused by Raman scattering of
optical lattice photons prevented the study of
dynamics beyond Gt ≪ 1.
It is interesting to consider a regime where

collective interactions are significantly stron-
ger than technical dephasing rates. This may be
achieved by probing transitions with stronger
intrinsic dipole moments, either directly or by
optically dressing the clock states (59). Under
such conditions, where coherent manipula-
tions on timescales much shorter than dynam-
ics associated with free evolution may still be
possible, collective light-matter interactions are
expected to lead to spin squeezing (60) and
other exotic states of quantum matter (45). The
desire to produce metrologically useful entan-
glementmotivates futurework interrogating the
5s5p 3P0 ↔ 5s4d 3D1 transition at 2.6 mm sat-
isfyingkalat ≈ 1 (60, 61), where linearly polarized
light incident along k̂0� B̂ ≪ 1 can produce co-
herent dynamics that are dominant over col-
lective dissipation. Beyond defining a precise
platform for the study of effective photon-
photon interactions (44, 45), such engineered
arrays of narrow-band quantum emitters pro-
vide a path to unexploredphotonic devices based
on controlled collective atom-photon dynamics.
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